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About This Content

Five places to fly for peace, quiet and plenty of bracing North Sea air.

These five airports on the islands of Baltrum, Borkum, Juist, Langeoog and Norderney are all part of the East Frisian Islands,
situated off the coasts of Germany and Holland.

Borkum is the largest of the islands, located just 30 kilometres from the mainland, and is Germany’s most north-westerly point.
Although an island for Whalers and Pirates in the past, it is now part of a National Park, as indeed are all the islands, and is an

unspoilt place to escape to. The island’s airport is just one metre above sea level and has one asphalt runway exactly one
kilometre long. It also has two grass runways just short of a kilometre each.

Baltrum is known as the sleeping beauty of the North Sea and is the smallest of the islands, whereas Juist is the longest at 17
kilometres and is only seven kilometres from the mainland.

Norderley has special UNESCO World Heritage Status and Langeoog makes up the fifth island. Each of these islands boasts its
own airport, ideal for island hoping with 20 combinations for different take-off and landing places.

Features

High-res ground polygon

Photo-real layout and textures (25cm resolution)
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Hand placed hi-resolution buildings within airport boundaries

Custom auto-gen buildings outside the airport boundary

Extensive library of airport clutter

Accurate taxiway lanes

Custom made static aircraft

Custom night-lighting

Compatible with Default and Orbx Global
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---{Graphics}---
? You forget what reality is
? Beautiful
? Good
? Decent
? Bad
? Don\u2018t look too long at it
X Paint.exe

---{Gameplay}---
X Addictive like heroin
? Very good
? Good
? It\u2018s just gameplay
? Mehh
? Starring at walls is better
? Just don\u2018t

---{Audio}---
? Eargasm
? Very good
? Good
? Not too bad
? Bad
X Earrape

---{Audience}---
X Kids
? Teens
? Adults

---{PC Requirements}---
X Check if you can run paint
? Potato
? Decent
? Fast
? Rich boiiiiii
? Ask NASA if they have a spare computer

---{Difficulity}---
? Just press \u201aA\u2018
X Easy
? Significant brain usage
? Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
? Difficult
? Dark Souls

---{Grind}---
? Nothing to grind
? Only if u care about leaderboards\/ranks
? Isnt necessary to progress
? Average grind level
? Too much grind
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X You\u2018ll need a second life for grinding

---{Story}---
? If you want story, then go read a book.
X Text or Audio floating around
? Average depends an DLC
? Good
? Lovely
? Fantastic

---{Game Time}---
? Long enough for a cup of tea
? Short
? Average
? Long
X To infinity and beyond

---{Price}---
? There is no \u201eprice\u201c
? Worth the price
? If u have some spare money left
? Not recommended
X You could also just burn your money

---{Bugs}---
X Never heard of
? Minor bugs
? Can get annoying
? Assassin\u2018s Creed: Unity
? Get a bug spray. Or more. A lot more. Or maybe a flamethrower. Or a nuke.. Cool game but quite short, would love to see
some new levels.. Racing, weapons, and a cheap price what more could you want. :). This game is really fun. The puzzles are
good, even in the beginning of the game they challenge you. The music is amazing and definitely sets the mood for the rest of
the game. The minimalist style is awesome. The game itself runs smoothly and beautifully. This is an all around good game so
far. Anyone who likes games like "Limbo" will really enjoy this game.. I like the game very much, the aspect of a dark story
that surounds on 1 person is a bit new for me. Personally i like the idea that you make a story for the love between the main
characters. Find it daring and good that there is mature content. Most games are not like that, or it is in Japanese or Chinese
main language.

If you ever want to try to crawl in the skin of someone involved in a mafia gang. And am a sucker for a love story but not the
cinderella type that it is only smuchy and sweet. Go for it, this game for what i read is a good story, that pulls you in and after
the first chapter you curse all people because you cant read anymore and you are here with us waiting for the next chapter.
My note help us help the makers the early purchase makes it easyer for the developer to hire more staff and to make this game
easy fast and adoreable to read. Also read it with lights off dark story needs to be read in the dark, it highlights your senses :).
All route is quite interesting in their own ways,the characters are quite cute and the good or bad ending telling us what happen is
the one i like. I recommend this game becoz it is made by Sekai Projects, They made interesting VN game and i can't get
enough of it. I want more!
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Lots of potential with an integrated map editor and solid multiplayer. It was good fun amongst friends. Seems to be frequently
updated with bug fixes and new content on the regular.

It's for those who like these types of games! surely it is worth the small price of admission. yah cheapos!. I like puzzles, but to
relax.
I don't like timed ones, and didn't like the distraction of zombies coming at you while you try to fit that piece.
Yes, you can shoot them, but ammo is limited, and the mini-game in the menu just doesn't really have anything to do with
puzzles.

It's the one I liked less in the series from the same company.. This is a fast arcade like game, similar to Zombies Ate my
Neighbors.

Pros:
Lots of levels with randomized goal areas for pizza drops
Many unique upgrades
Variety of unique enemies
Very rewarding for good movement (Faster pizza delivery gives more money)

Cons:
I played for about half an hour with my arrows keys and my fingers are exhausted. When you get superspeed it becomes even
more intense. You really should play this with a controller or joystick
There's a boss that isn't really explained how to beat and you just run around confused as to how you kill him. You'll easily make
it back to him though
My main gripe is the kamikaze enemies that do massive damage. They might kill even if you have the 420 health upgrade but
I'm not sure, they're just not very fun.
EDIT: I'd really like a pause button and to be able to run the game in windowed mode but there are no options to do so. Despite
the mostly negative feedback from others, I would recommend this game. It still offers a lot of fun for its price and has some
surprises. Granted, the main plot is ridiculous, gameplay is very linear, and the cutscenes and any form of conversation between
Rourke and his comrades is carried out with far less attention than you can demand for a game released in 2009 - they all
behave like robots. Enemy AI is not a big concern. There might be more auto-save points as well because some failures will
send you back just a little too far (no, can't save whenever you want).
But on the positive side, movement animation in the action is nicely done, the controls are intuitive, and most of the world you
are running around in is kind of beautiful (if you like steampunk). There are some nice puzzle situations such as aligning
elements redirecting a stream of water to create a consistent flow, and some really fun motorcycle rides. That is not so bad after
all.. Much better than the RPG on which it is based.. I did not expect to enjoy TERRAFORM so much! The play is simple.
There is no time limitation, purely "analyze the situation and come up with the best answer" type. It is an excellent game when I
need a short break.

Using speech recognition (Dragon NaturallySpeaking) as my mouse, I found this to be a disability-friendly game.
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